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COMPANY: Patagonia 
COUNTRY: Colombia 
FACTORY CODE: 090016987G 
MONITOR: CERTINT S.A.C. 
AUDIT DATE: November 24 – 25, 2008 
PRODUCTS: Sporting Apparel, Jackets 
PROCESSES: Cutting, Sewing, Finishing, 
Shipping 
NUMBER OF WORKERS: 769 
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Code Awareness: 
GEN.2 Ensure that all Company factories as well as contractors and suppliers inform their employees 
about the workplace standards orally and through the posting of standards in a prominent place (in the 
local languages spoken by employees and managers) and undertake other efforts to educate 
employees about the standards on a regular basis. 
 
Notable Feature  
 
Explanation:  [Factory name] management has developed a very efficient program with the intention 
of training and updating all personnel on code of conducts and legal issues. When 
interviewing workers and managers, auditor noted that everyone had a good 
understanding of the aforementioned topics.  
 
 
 
Code Awareness: 
GEN.3 Develop a secure communications channel, in a manner appropriate to the culture and 
situation, to enable Company employees and employees of contractors and suppliers to report to the 
Company on noncompliance with the workplace standards, with security that they shall not be 
punished or prejudiced for doing so. 
 
Noncompliance  
 
Explanation:  Company has not implemented a communications channel to enable factory employees 
to report any noncompliances directly and confidentially.  
Plan Of 
Action:  
Patagonia's Code of Conduct has an email address as well as instructions for workers to 
contact Patagonia directly in their own language. Patagonia also has employees who 
visit the factory on a continuous basis and have been trained to receive complaints and 
communicate them back to the social responsibility department. In addition, Patagonia 
has communicated with the factory about better communicating the factory's internal 
grievance procedures and further training is planned.  
Deadline 
Date:  
02/20/2009  
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Action 
Taken:  
 
Supplement to code of conduct has been created, printed and posted in facility to give 
employees 3 different secure methods of communication with Patagonia.  
November 22, 2011 Update: Patagonia provided the factory with a document to post 
next to the code of conduct which outlines 3 ways employees can contact the Patagonia 
CSR staff directly and anonymously. The 3 methods are: (1) a dedicated email address 
where grievances are delivered straight to the Director of Social and Environmental 
Responsibility; (2) a phone number they can call collect and speak to the same Director, 
and (3) a mailing address where written complaints can be sent through regular mail. 
The factory posted several of these notices around the factory next to the Patagonia 
Code of Conduct and trained employees on the new contact methods.  
Plan 
Complete:  
Yes 
Plan 
Complete 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
Safety & Health: Medical Facilities  
H&S.21 Medical facilities shall be established and maintained in factories as required by applicable 
laws. Medical staff shall be fully licensed and recognized under applicable local rules and regulations. 
An appropriate number of medical staff shall be on duty during all working hours, including any type of 
overtime, as required under local law. An appropriate stock of medical supplies shall be maintained at 
all times. Medicines of which the expiration date has passed must be replaced immediately and 
disposed of in a safe manner. (P)  
 
Notable Feature  
 
Explanation:  During the visual inspection, auditor saw a very well equipped medical facility with a 
qualified nurse permanently on duty. Workers stated in the interviews that they are 
very happy with this facility and the medical attention they get. It must also be stated 
that, besides the qualified nurse on duty, [Employee name], the Health & Safety Officer 
is also a qualified nurse and intervenes directly with all issues related to the functioning 
of this benefit.  
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Safety & Health: Other - Health and Safety  
Other 
 
Notable Feature  
 
Explanation:  [Factory name] management has adopted, deployed and put in practice the program 
6'S + 2, whose goal is to have clean and orderly working areas. The 6'S stand for: 
Select, Sort, Shine, Safety, Standardize and Sustain; the other 2 factors of the program 
are: Personal Hygiene and Metal Free. The efficacy of the program can be clearly seen 
when inspecting all the areas of the factory.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
